
 

 BOOST words parent postcard (P1 - 8) 

rip scatter 

We read How to 

Grow a Dinosaur 

this week and 

learned these 

new words.  

 

Try and practise 

them as much as 

you can at home. 

gigantic glare 

 

♦ telling your child to rip up paper before it goes in the bin. 

♦ looking at the picture of scatter on this card and asking 

“where will the crisps scatter?”. 

♦ looking for gigantic things when you go out or on TV. 

♦ making lots of faces with your child, tell them to say 

‘glare’ when you glare at them.   

You could try…..You could try…..You could try…..   

What do the words mean? 

 gigantic - Something gigantic is very, very big, even bigger than enormous. 

 glare — If you glare at someone you look at them with an angry face.  

 rip — If you rip something you tear it in a careless, rough way. 

 scatter — If you scatter things you throw them or drop them so they spread out. 
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